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	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: This Provisional review covered several GOES-17 ABI L2 products: Cloud Mask, Cloud Phase, and Cloud Top Properties, which includes Cloud Top Pressure, Cloud Top Temperature, and Cloud Top Height. The PS-PVR panel unanimously agrees that all of these products have reached Provisional status, but only during the times when the ABI detector temperatures are operating at a constant 81 K. The "hot periods" were not evaluated during this review and will be addressed in the future at the Delta reviews for these products. Below are some comments specific for each product.Clear Sky Mask: There are a few remaining issues with the binary cloud mask that should be addressed before Full Validation. These include false cloud identification with snow cover that can be traced to issues with the upstream ancillary snow mask, some false cloud near coastlines, and some problems near the terminator and regions of sunglint. Cloud Phase: Any issue with Cloud Mask cascades downstream to the other cloud products, including Phase. In addition to these, Cloud Phase provides a misclassification of ice in 1.8% of pixels that should be cloud liquid water. This is of particular concern given the application of looking for cloud liquid water pixels at temperatures below 0 C, because these are regions of potential aircraft icing. We recommend that the Phase team continue to investigate these issues and implement any simple fixes that are discovered. In the longer term, it may be worth modifying the algorithm to use near IR bands during the daytime to improve some of the false classifications.Cloud Top Properties: Some of these verifications are performed against other algorithms such as MODIS, which is inherently problematic since all retrievals have their own errors (i.e., we never really know truth). The largest errors are observed against the MODIS retrievals, but smaller errors were seen when comparing to GOES-16, which has already reached Provisional status. Overall there are no significant issues. Any errors in the upstream Mask and Phase algorithms will trickle down to cause problems with Pressure, Temperature, and Height, so we recommend looking for any easy improvements to any of these Cloud retrievals. The Enterprise Cloud Top Height algorithm is in the process of being transitioned, and it was shown that it will provide general improvement to the baseline algorithm.Finally, in preparing the ReadMe documents, it's very important to make clear that the algorithms shoould only be used during the cool periods.
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